
hooray!

welcome to  
module 4!



making your 
style happen

module 4



start with what 
you have

making your style happen 1.0 



*you have outfits you love  
in your closet you  

haven’t worn yet



technically if you really 
want to find them all… 



technically if you really 
want to find them all… 

you would try on every top 
with every bottom



we can start  
smaller  

than that



make it happen process

every day try on 1 outfit 
you’ve never tried before 
{or haven’t worn in a very 

long time}



every day try on 1 outfit 
you’ve never tried before 
{or haven’t worn in a very 

long time}

or once a week have some fun, trying on 7 
new outfits you’ve never tried before

make it happen process



if it works  

make it happen process

ouuu baby



if it works  
snap a picture and start an outfits  

album on your phone

make it happen process

{i do ones for each 
season/lifestyle 

activity}



if it doesn’t work  

make it happen process



if it doesn’t work  
 let’s see what we can do to make it work

make it happen process



steps to tweak an 
outfit you’re not 

loving into *swoon*

make it happen process



is it a 
1) psychological  

or a 
2) physical  

misfit?

make it happen process



1) psychological 

does it make you feel how you want to feel?   

make it happen process



1) psychological 

does it make you feel how you want to feel?   
if not, what would make it feel like your style cores?

make it happen process



1) psychological 
 

does it make you feel how you want to feel?   
if not, what would make it feel like your style cores?

can you balance out an outfit that is too strong with a 
piece that feels the opposite?

make it happen process



make it happen process

1) psychological 

does it make you feel how you want to feel?   
if not, what would make it feel like your style cores?

can you balance out an outfit that is too strong with a 
piece that feels the opposite?

ex. if your pink pattern outfit feels too cutesy, can you add 
a leather jacket to land in your style zone of genius



2) physical 

if the outfit feels right on the hanger  
but not on your body…

make it happen process



2) physical

refer to your toolbox and see what you can 
do to make it work for your body

make it happen process



2) physical 

refer to your toolbox and see what you can 
do to make it work for your body

or if it’s physically uncomfortable…time to 
let the pieces move on (or tailor)

make it happen process



try a new outfit on

 » it it works snap a photo

 » if it doesn’t work, a quick troubleshoot

make it happen process recap:



try a new outfit on

 » it it works snap a photo

 » if it doesn’t work, a quick troubleshoot 
- psychological or physical 

make it happen process recap:



4 ways to generate 
new outfits to try



the silhouette 
swap-out

outfit-generator #1



outfit-generator #1

when you find a 
silhouette that works

see how many other 
ways you can create that 
silhouette in your closet



outfit-generator #1

so… 
if you like high-waisted skirts with a 
tucked in top



outfit-generator #1

so… 
if you like high-waisted skirts with a 
tucked in top

how many other tops can you tuck into that  
same skirt? 



outfit-generator #1

so… 
if you like high-waisted skirts with a 
tucked in top

how many other tops can you tuck into that  
same skirt? 

how many other high-waisted skirts do you have 
to try with those same tops?



outfit-generator #1

so… 
if you like skinny jeans + buttons ups



outfit-generator #1

so… 
if you like skinny jeans + buttons ups

what other shirts do you have with a similar shape 
+ fit to your button ups?



outfit-generator #1

so… 
if you like skinny jeans + buttons ups

what other shirts do you have with a similar shape 
+ fit to your button ups?

do you have any other pants that fit similar to your 
skinny jeans?



outfit-generator #1

original silhouette



outfit-generator #1

what other tops



outfit-generator #1

what other skirt



outfit-generator #2

the third-piece 
variation



whenever you have an 
outfit you love, see where 

the opportunities for 
variations are

outfit-generator #2



outfit-generator #2

a variation

whenever you can use the same 
base {top + bottom, or dress/
jumpsuit} 



outfit-generator #2

a variation

whenever you can use the same 
base {top + bottom, or dress/
jumpsuit} 

+ swap out the third piece in 
a way that changes the whole 
feel of the outfit



outfit-generator #2

a variation

whenever you can use the same 
base {top + bottom, or dress/
jumpsuit} 

+ swap out the third piece in 
a way that changes the whole 
feel of the outfit



outfit-generator #2

it could be



outfit-generator #2

it could be

going from a ballet flat to a knee-high boot



outfit-generator #2

it could be

going from a ballet flat to a knee-high boot

adding a statement necklace



outfit-generator #2

it could be

going from a ballet flat to a knee-high boot

adding a statement necklace

swapping the necklace for a silk scarf



outfit-generator #2

it could be

going from a ballet flat to a knee-high boot

adding a statement necklace

swapping the necklace for a silk scarf

adding an open vest over, or a tee underneath



outfit-generator #2

it could be

going from a ballet flat to a knee-high boot

adding a statement necklace

swapping the necklace for a silk scarf

adding an open vest over, or a tee underneath

adding or changing the belt



outfit-generator #2

it could be

going from a ballet flat to a knee-high boot

adding a statement necklace

swapping the necklace for a silk scarf

adding an open vest over, or a tee underneath

adding or changing the belt

wearing your hair up with long earrings



outfit-generator #2



varying the base

outfit-generator #3



when there is a 
silhouette you wear 
all the time

and then you 
change part of the 
silhouette formula

outfit-generator #3



when there is a 
silhouette you wear 
all the time

and then you 
change part of the 
silhouette formula

outfit-generator #3



outfit-generator #3

or it could be



outfit-generator #3

or it could be

going from a loose top to a tight top



outfit-generator #3

or it could be

going from a loose top to a tight top

a high-waisted full skirt to a high-waisted  
wide leg trouser



outfit-generator #3

or it could be

going from a loose top to a tight top

a high-waisted full skirt to a high-waisted  
wide leg trouser

going from skinny jeans to a tight skirt



outfit-generator #3

or it could be

going from a loose top to a tight top

a high-waisted full skirt to a high-waisted  
wide leg trouser

going from skinny jeans to a tight skirt

going from fitted sweaters to fitted tank top



outfit-generator #3

a silhouette go-to of mine: long top + slim trouser



outfit-generator #3

do the opposite: a fuller skirt



outfit-generator #3

to vary the base, you can think of:

1)  what else you have that is similar but   
 different {like a full skirt + wide pants}

or 

2) you can think of what would be the  
 opposite {like going from a tight top to a  
 loose top}



outfit-generator #3

have fun!

to vary the base, you can think of:

1)  what else you have that is similar but   
 different {like a full skirt + wide pants}

or 

2) you can think of what would be the  
 opposite {like going from a tight top to a  
 loose top}



outfit-generator 4

the inspired 
recreate



go to your pinterest board 
and see which outfits you 

can “recreate” in your own 
wardrobe

outfit-generator 4



outfit-generator 4

1 same but different

you kind of have the pieces so you just mimic



outfit-generator 4

>>



outfit-generator 4

2 loosely similar pieces 
maybe instead of a vest you have a cardigan



outfit-generator 4

>>



outfit-generator 4

3 look + feel

maybe you recreate the colour and pattern palette



outfit-generator 4

>>



1 .0 start with what you have 

your action steps



1 .0 start with what you have 

your action steps

1. use your 4 outfit-generators  
#1 silhouette swap-out 
#2 third-piece variation 
#3 varying the base 
#4 inspired recreate



1 .0 start with what you have 

your action steps

1.

2.

use your 4 outfit-generators  
#1 silhouette swap-out  
#2 third-piece variation 
#3 varying the base 
#4 inspired recreate

start your outfit album(s) for the new 
outfits that work



1 .0 start with what you have 

your action steps

1.

3.

2.

use your 4 outfit-generators  
#1 silhouette swap-out  
#2 third-piece variation 
#3 varying the base 
#4 inspired recreate

start your outfit album(s) for the new 
outfits that work

troubleshoot the outfits that don’t work 
use your tools from your toolboxes to see 
what you can do to like it more



clear away what 
you don’t want

making your style happen 2.0 



clear away what 
you don’t want

making your style happen 2.0 

or Michaelangelo-ing it



when they asked michelangelo how 
he created his famous statue of david, 
he answered, 



when they asked michelangelo how 
he created his famous statue of david, 
he answered, 

“It was easy. I saw David in 

the marble and I just removed  

the parts that weren’t David.”



we can do this with 
our closet to reveal 

our style



we can do this with 
our closet to reveal 

our style

remove the parts that 
aren’t our style



cleaning your 
closet is simple



cleaning your 
closet is simple

…but it ’s not easy



here’s the test we 
want each piece 

to pass



non-negotiables



non-negotiables

 does it make me feel my style cores?



non-negotiables

 does it make me feel my style cores?

  can i think of ways to wear it that make   
 me excited?



non-negotiables

 does it make me feel my style cores?

  can i think of ways to wear it that make   
 me excited?

 does it make me feel empowered in  
 my body?



non-negotiables

 does it make me feel my style cores?

  can i think of ways to wear it that make   
 me excited?

 does it make me feel empowered in  
 my body?

yes



extra credit



extra credit

 if i saw it in a store today, would i buy it?



extra credit

 if i saw it in a store today, would i buy it?

 would i want to be wearing it in my profile  
 picture, website photos, to give a speech?  
 {is it something i want to be known in +   
 remembered for?}



extra credit

 if i saw it in a store today, would i buy it?

 would i want to be wearing it in my profile  
 picture, website photos, to give a speech?  
 {is it something i want to be known in +   
 remembered for?}

 is there nothing i would change about it?  
 {vs. every time you look at it thinking “i just   
 wish it was [a different colour, a little bit  
 longer, more comfortable, etc.]}



run your pieces 
through these 

checks



and know that it won’t 
be one and done



each time you exfoliate away  
some of the pieces that were not 
your style, 



each time you exfoliate away  
some of the pieces that were not 
your style, 

your style becomes clearer,



each time you exfoliate away  
some of the pieces that were not 
your style, 

your style becomes clearer,

& reveals more of what is not your style,



each time you exfoliate away  
some of the pieces that were not 
your style, 

your style becomes clearer,

& reveals more of what is not your style,

…and so it is time to exfoliate again



keep a to-be-updated list

helpfulhack:



helpfulhack:

it ’s hard to get rid of things 
that are not our style when we 

are still wearing them



helpfulhack:

we don’t love it,  but… 

it’s the only black top we have

it’s comfortable to work from home in

it’s the only top that goes with a certain skirt you love

etc.



helpfulhack:

solution: 

keep a to-be-updated list



helpfulhack:

2 columns: 



helpfulhack:

2 columns: 

piece i want to 
get rid of



helpfulhack:

2 columns: 

piece i want to 
get rid of

what  i need  
in order to get  

rid of it



helpfulhack:

un-flattering 
baggy black top

a v-neck black 
top that feels 

flattering



helpfulhack:

comfy knit tee 
with a stain on it

2 comfortable 
knit tops i could 
wear with jeans



helpfulhack:

uncomfortable 
white top that 
matches skirt

any other top that 
i can wear with 

the skirt



helpfulhack:

refer to the to-be-updated list when you create 
your shopping lists and stick to your commitment 

to get rid of the piece when you replace it



no one is counting how 
often you repeat pieces 

or outfits

*reminder*



you are allowed to feel 
good—feel your best—
everyday in whatever 

that is

*reminder*



even if it’s alternating 
between the same 2 

dresses 

*reminder*

(refer to earlier point on creating variations)



we’re creating a movement of 

less conformance to arbitrary 
social + commercial pressures, 

more feel-good achievable style



as you do this…



as you do this…

you will feel scarcity



as you do this…

you will feel scarcity
compulsion to keep things 

you don’t love and/or aren’t 
actually wearing



as you do this…

you will feel scarcity
compulsion to keep things 

you don’t love and/or aren’t 
actually wearing

remember…



the end goal:



a closet where everything is 
supporting you in feeling how 

you want to feel 

the end goal:



a closet where everything is 
supporting you in feeling how 

you want to feel 
&  

everything feels wearable + 
exciting to wear

the end goal:



as long as you keep a piece 
around that doesn’t meet 

this…



as long as you keep a piece 
around that doesn’t meet 

this…

you’ll never reach your end 
goal



2.0 clearing away what you don’t want 

your action steps



1. mindfully evaluate the pieces you have 
use your guide—you can do this in 
icrements regularly, or you can do a 
closet overhaul

2.0 clearing away what you don’t want 

your action steps



1.

2.

mindfully evaluate the pieces you have 
use your guide—you can do this in 
icrements regularly, or you can do a 
closet overhaul

start your to-be-updated list 
use the template to start tracking what 
you need to replace, and what you need 
to replace it

2.0 clearing away what you don’t want 

your action steps



bringing in more 
of what you do 

want

making your style happen 3.0 



bringing in more 
of what you do 

want

making your style happen 3.0 

a.k.a. shopping!



keep a running 
shopping list



keep a running 
shopping list

of items you know would make a 
purposeful impact  on your style



your shopping list 
should be made up of



your shopping list 
should be made up of

pieces you really love + know how you 
would wear from your inspiration board

1.



your shopping list 
should be made up of

you find these by looking through your 
inspiration board, paying attention to: 

1.



your shopping list 
should be made up of

you find these by looking through your 
inspiration board, paying attention to: 

the pieces you’ve pinned again +  
again in different outfits, 

1.



your shopping list 
should be made up of

you find these by looking through your 
inspiration board, paying attention to: 

the pieces you’ve pinned again +  
again in different outfits, 

broader recurring themes + style 
sprinkles, 

1.



your shopping list 
should be made up of

you find these by looking through your 
inspiration board, paying attention to: 

the pieces you’ve pinned again +  
again in different outfits, 

broader recurring themes + style 
sprinkles, 

and the pieces + outfits you can’t get 
enough of

1.



your shopping list 
should be made up of

any piece you find yourself wishing you 
had while you get dressed

2.



your shopping list 
should be made up of

any piece you find yourself wishing you 
had while you get dressed

the linchpin pieces

2.



your shopping list 
should be made up of

the linchpin pieces2.



your shopping list 
should be made up of

the linchpin pieces

when you try on a skirt and think “i wish i 
had a more fitted white top to wear with 
this.”

2.



your shopping list 
should be made up of

the linchpin pieces

when you try on a skirt and think “i wish i 
had a more fitted white top to wear with 
this.”

when you look at a piece you love but 
never wear and ask “what do i wish i had 
to wear this with?”

2.



your shopping list 
should be made up of

the linchpin pieces

watch the linchpin video for more info

2.



your shopping list 
should be made up of

pieces you really love + know how you 
would wear from your inspiration board

any piece you find yourself wishing you 
had while you get dressed

1.

2.



be as specific as you 
need to be on your list



be as specific as you 
need to be on your list

sometimes i just know i want a white 
shirt to wear with trousers + skirts



be as specific as you 
need to be on your list

sometimes i say blush sleeveless 
cropped ruffled mockneck knit top



be as specific as you 
need to be on your list

as specific as you need to be to 
find a piece that satisfies your 

desired outcome



don’t think of it as 
a checklist

most of all:



think of it as  
a menu

most of all:



you don’t need to find 
everything on the list, 

but you could choose any of 
the delicious options and 

have your style be satisfied





3.0 bringing in more of what you want 

your action steps



1. create a menu of pieces that are your 
style through reviewing your inspiration 
boards {you can use the guide}

3.0 bringing in more of what you want 

your action steps



1.

2.

create a menu of pieces that are your 
style through reviewing your inspiration 
boards {you can use the guide}

look for linchpin items + add them to 
your shopping menu  
{you can watch the video for more info 
on these}

3.0 bringing in more of what you want 

your action steps



1.

3.

2.

create a menu of pieces that are your 
style through reviewing your inspiration 
boards {you can use the guide}

look for linchpin items + add them to 
your shopping menu  
{you can watch the video for more info 
on these}

add in the pieces from your to-be-
updated list

3.0 bringing in more of what you want 

your action steps



when you don’t 
have the budget

making your style happen 4.0 



prIorItIze



prioritizing step 1:   
focus on one activity 
of your lifestyle at a 

time



1 prioritize the area of your life + style

choose



1 prioritize the area of your life + style

choose
the area that gives you the most stress and 
unhappiness in your style



1 prioritize the area of your life + style

choose
the area that gives you the most stress and 
unhappiness in your style

or the area you care about the most



1 prioritize the area of your life + style

this part of your lifestyle could be



1 prioritize the area of your life + style

this part of your lifestyle could be

“things i wear to work and go out after in”



1 prioritize the area of your life + style

this part of your lifestyle could be

“things i wear to work and go out after in”

“things i wear when i’m on video with my clients”



1 prioritize the area of your life + style

this part of your lifestyle could be

“things i wear to work and go out after in”

“things i wear when i’m on video with my clients”

“things i wear out to dinner and on dates”



1 prioritize the area of your life + style

within that you can decide  
on a sub-group to focus on first: 



1 prioritize the area of your life + style

within that you can decide  
on a sub-group to focus on first: 

do i struggle most with tops, bottoms, dresses, 
shoes, accessories?

what would make getting dressed for this easier—
better tops, bottoms, dresses, shoes, accessories? 



it’s tempting to buy a 
work shirt here, a date 
night shirt there, and 
high heels for formal 

events… 



…but then we’ve spent 
all this money and we 

hardly notice a difference 
in our wardrobe





let’s focus on one area 
until it feels joyful + 

peaceful and we’re ready 
to step away from it for a 

while



prioritizing step 2:  
get clear on the 

clothes



2 prioritize the clothes

work through our purposeful shopping process 

when you get to your menu of options that would 
make an impact, let’s take it one more step:



work through our purposeful shopping process 

when you get to your menu of options that would 
make an impact, let’s take it one more step:

what 6 pieces can you identify from 
that list that would have the biggest 
impact?

2 prioritize the clothes



6 pieces for the biggest impact:

some scenarios...

2 prioritize the clothes



6 pieces for the biggest impact:

one might be a statement 
necklace you could put on  
with every outfit to elevate it

high mileage 

2 prioritize the clothes



6 pieces for the biggest impact:

one might be a comfortable 
stylish shoe that will finally end 
the choice between uncomfortable 
or feeling clunky

high mileage

2 prioritize the clothes



6 pieces for the biggest impact:

one might be a blouse for big client meetings, 

speaking, having your photo taken

you can wear it for the things where how you 

feel about your wardrobe matters most

high im#pact 

2 prioritize the clothes



identify what 6 pieces  
would transform your  

wardrobe the most 



identify what 6 pieces  
would transform your  

wardrobe the most 
by looking at:



identify what 6 pieces  
would transform your  

wardrobe the most 
by looking at:

your biggest pain points



identify what 6 pieces  
would transform your  

wardrobe the most 
by looking at: 

your biggest pain points 
& 

your biggest desires and excitements for your wardrobe



prioritizing step 3:  
get clear on the 

budget



identify your budget
3 identifying the budget



identify your budget 
monthly 

or for the next 6 months

or whatever works

3 identifying the budget



start setting that money aside 
each month 

3 identifying the budget



start setting that money aside 
each month 
in an account 

3 identifying the budget



start setting that money aside 
each month 
in an account 

or as cash

3 identifying the budget



start setting that money aside 
each month 
in an account 

or as cash

or loading it onto a prepaid credit card

3 identifying the budget



start setting that money aside 
each month 
in an account 

or as cash

or loading it onto a prepaid credit card

or just keeping track in a spreadsheet

3 identifying the budget



prioritizing step 4:  
combine to create a 

purposeful plan



commit to buying those 6 
pieces over the next 3,  6,  or 12 

months using the money you’ve 
purposefully set aside



6 pieces 



6 pieces 

over 3,  6,  or 12 months



6 pieces 

over 3,  6,  or 12 months

= simple transformed style in a 
matter of months



6 pieces 



6 pieces 

think of the 6 pieces you  
wear the most



6 pieces 

think of your 6 favourite pieces



6 pieces 

now imagine getting dressed 
without them.



6 pieces 

reALLY MAtterS.
 



6 pieces 

reALLY MAtterS.
 

{when it ’s the right 6 pieces}



money does not equal better style



money does not equal better style

it equals faster style



and know that the mental 
shifts you’re having now will 

get you 80% of the way

and the last 20%—the new 
clothes—are coming 

*be patient*



you’re being consciously 
deliberate with this money



you’re being consciously 
deliberate with this money

you’re allowed to spend 
this money on clothes



because how you feel everyday, 
you bring that with you to 

everything you do



because how you feel everyday, 
you bring that with you to 

everything you do

there is nothing more important 
than how you feel and how you 

think about yourself



because you are making 
yourself your most 

powerful, effective, and alive 



because you are making 
yourself your most 

powerful, effective, and alive 

so you can give more to 
your job, relationships, 

the world at large



4.0 when you don’t have the budget 

your action steps



1. pick one area of your life + style  
to focus on

4.0 when you don’t have the budget 

your action steps



1.

2.

pick one area of your life + style  
to focus on

make a list of the 6 pieces that will have 
the biggest impact on your style {use 
your budget shopping worksheet}

4.0 when you don’t have the budget 

your action steps



1.

2.

3.

pick one area of your life + style  
to focus on

make a list of the 6 pieces that will have 
the biggest impact on your style {use 
your budget shopping worksheet}

identify your budget and use it to buy 
those 6 pieces over the next 3, 6, or 12 
months

4.0 when you don’t have the budget 

your action steps



okay…



and while we are 
waiting for our 
perfect style to 

happen…

okay…



don’t  
sweat it.



don’t try 
harder than 
you want to.



your style 
doesn’t depend 
on one piece.



you will always 
find enough of 
what you need.



your style 
doesn’t arrive



your style 
doesn’t arrive
you keep 
growing it 
incrementally



my style is 
growing



our styles will 
always be 
growing



when you know your  
style roots, 



when you know your  
style roots, 

 » you can add the right pieces



when you know your  
style roots, 

 » you can add the right pieces

 » get rid of the wrong pieces



when you know your  
style roots, 

 » you can add the right pieces

 » get rid of the wrong pieces

 » and experience joy, peace,  
and alignment in your  
style right now



you might not do your 
style perfectly every day



that’s okay

you might not do your 
style perfectly every day



you’re already 
doing a great job



 » you’re here



 » you’re here

 » you’re waking up to your style



 » you’re here

 » you’re waking up to your style

 » you’re making intentional and 
purposeful choices



your style has 
improved over these 

4 weeks



your style has 
improved over these 

4 weeks
celebrate it as  

you continue to grow



you’re 
doing the 

work



this is  
feel-good  

style



this is  
style in 

alignment



fin.



where to find the right pieces in the right price 
range out in the real world

navigating the world of online shopping

how to look expensive without all the expenses

still to come as bonus lessons:

oh wait, there’s more?



1 more round of q+a

1 more round of outfit reviews

1 month of free dressing prompts

still to come as bonuses

anything else?


